ABSTRACT. The structure of the group of rank n higher derivations in a field K is discussed and a characterization of its Galois subgroups is given.
I. Introduction. The Galois theory due to Jacobson [7] exhibits a one-toone correspondence between the finite dimensional restricted p-Lie subalgebras of the algebra of derivations in the field K and the subfields over which K is finite dimensional and purely inseparable of exponent one. It was conjectured that higher derivations might lead to an extension of the theory to field extensions having higher exponent. The purpose of this paper is to describe such an extension. This is a generalization of the author's exponent two Galois theory [1] .
Throughout the development K is a field having odd characteristic p. A sequence {<2m|0 < m < n} of endomorphisms of {K, +) is called a higher derivation in K of rank « if and only if d0 is the identity mapping and d¡{ab) = S {dj{a)dk{b)\j + k = /}. We adopt the notation (c?m) in place of {dm |0 < m < «}. A group structure for Hn{FC), the collection of rank n higher derivations in K, is obtained by defining {dm)iem) = {fm) where f¡ = 2 {d¡ek\j + k = /}. The field of constants of {dm) is the intersection of the kernels of the mappings dm, 1 < m < n. We let H"{K/k) denote the subgroup of Hn{K) consisting of those {dm) whose fields of constants contain k. In this paper we give a characterization of the subgroups Hn{K/k) and thereby obtain a Galois type correspondence between these subgroups of H"{K) and subfields k over which K is purely inseparable, finite dimensional and modular.
Our approach is to first examine the structure of the group H"{K) and its subgroups of the form Hn{K/k). Particular attention is given to the upper central series since its factors play a central role in the characterization. Following this we consider the implications of imposing upon an arbitrary subgroup a series of conditions suggested by the examination of H"{K). These results are used to assist in the formulation of a technical definition which is used in the subsequent characterization of the groups.
II. Preliminary results. We list here a number of results which will be required and discuss the structure of the group H"{K).
The first result yields the Jacobson Galois theory. An extension of this to the infinite dimensional case can be found in [2] , [10] G H"(K) such that for each bEBand Ki<n, d¡(b) = f(i, b).
(2.6) Proposition [11] . If K is a purely inseparable extension of k having finite exponent, then K is isomorphic to a tensor product over k of simple extensions ofk if and only ifk is the field of constants of some set of higher derivations defined in K.
The structure of H"{K) is now considered. A verification that H"{K) with the composition given in the introduction is a group appears in [4] . The identity (em) of the group is given e0 = 1 and e¡ = 0 for 1 < i < n and the ith mapping of the inverse of {dm) is given by 2{(-l)rcffl • • • dt\Lij = /}. In addition to being a group Hn{K) is closed under a type of scalar multiplication by elements of K given by a{dm) = {amdm). The following identity for higher derivations will prove useful: (2.7) dpj{ap) = dj{af and d¡{ap) = 0 if i # pj for any /.
An important series of normal subgroups of a group of higher derivations G is defined by: Gx = G and G¡ = {{dm) E G\dx =•• • = d¡_x = 0} for each 2 <j < n + 1. It is shown in (3.1) that for certain subgroups of H"{K) including those of the form H"{K/k) this series and the upper central series coincide. For each 1 </ < n there is a natural injection of Gj/G-+X = D{Gj) into Dei{K). This is given by mapping the coset {dm)G-+x to cf. which is a derivation. We identify D{Gj) with its image in Der(AT). Let (/; g) = fgf~lg~l denote the com- Proof. The following observation is needed to show the existence of 5 C k such that U^,-u 5 is a p-basis for K: If Tp U 5 is a p-independent subset of k then T U 5 is p-independent in k{T). The verification of this is routine.
Clearly IjAf ' is p-independent in k. Extend L)Af ' to a p-basis for k, IjAf ' U 5.
The observation is applied to conclude 5 U A^ U (Ui>2^T' ) *s a p-independent subset of ¿(A^XA^) • • • (A?" x). Iterate the process to obtain that (JA^ U 5 is p-independent in K and hence is a p-basis for K. ZZ "_i such that d{i) n-X(a}) = h¡¡ where S/;-is the Kronecker delta. The derivations d{i)p"\Kp{k) form a basis for Der{Kp{k)/k). Hence F C KP2{k) since the field of constants of Dei{Kp{k)fk) is Kp2{k). The procedure can be repeated to obtain F CKPn + 1{k) = k. In general if G is a subset of Hp"{K) and contains (dm) with cij # 0, then ZC is purely inseparable over the field of constants of G and the exponent of the extensions is n + 1.
III. The Galois correspondence. Throughout this section G is a subgroup of Hp"(K) and F is a subfield of K with the property that the restriction of G to F is a subgroup of HP"{F). We will use F as a matter of convenience; in the subsequent characterization of HP"{K/k) the role played by Fin (3.1)-(3.4) is assumed by ZC' where 0 < i < n. It is also assumed that the restriction of D(GX) to F is nonzero. Proof. We show Z¡ = G "_¡+ x for 0 < i < p" -1 where Zi is the ith term of the upper central series for G. Recall Z0 = 1 and Zt+ x is taken such that Z¡+ xfZ¡ is the center of GfZ¡. Thus assume Z-= G "_.+ x, j < pn -1, and let (dm) E Zj+X and b EF. Assume ds is the first nonzero mapping of (dm) and that K s < p" -j. Take (em) G G with ex ¥= 0 and (fm) E G with fx = bex. The coset {dm)Z,^ commutes with both (em)Zy-and {fm)Zj. Therefore Notice that in the case in which F = K the condition that D{GX) be a nonzero subspace of Der(£) is sufficient to guarantee that {G,-} is the upper central series of G. To show D{G¡) C D{Gi+ x) let e E £>(G,), cf G D{GX) and 6 G F such that (3.3) Proposition. Let G be closed under scalar multiplication by elements ofF. If {dm) E G, then djs a polynomial in derivations from D{Gt) for 1 < i < p and dp is a polynomial in derivations from D{Gp) if dx = 0.
Proof. From (3.2) we have that D{G¡) C D{Gi+x) for 1 < i < p -1. Let (cfm) G G have d¡ as first nonzero mapping and 1 < í < p. If / = 1 or /, then the conclusion concerning d¡ is trivially true. Thus let / -/ > 0 and induct on / -/. Let r be a generator öf the multiplicative group of I/ip). The higher derivation (rjncfm)(c?m)~r' G G¡+ x and has (/•' -r7')^-plus a polynomial in £>(G,_i) as its jth mapping. Since 1 </ < / < p, /■' -r7 # 0. The result follows by induction. Now suppose cfj = 0 and let dj be the first nonzero mapping. The result is trivially true iff = p; so assume 2 </ < p and induct onp -/. The higher derivation {rmdm){dm)~''i E Gj+X and has (rp -r'')cfp plus a polynomial in D{Gp_x) as its pth mapping. From this it follows that dp is a polynomial in mappings from D(Gp).
(3.4) Proposition. Assume G has the following properties:
(i) G is closed under scalar multiplication by elements of F, (ii) the restriction mapping of each D(G¡) into Der(F) is injective, im) djp{E) CEforl<j< p"~l and each {dm) E G where E is the kernel ofD{Gp").
Then the mapping (dm) -*■ {dmp j£.) is a homomorphism of G into L? {E).
Proof. The result will follow readily if it can be shown that for each (dm) E G, dß) = 0 if p fails to divide i. Propositions (3.2) and (3.3) show dfE) = 0 whenever 1 < i < p. We assume for each {dm) E G, d¡{E) = 0 whenever p -1 < y <k and / is relatively prime to p. Suppose k is relatively prime to p (if not, work with k + 1 rather then k); write k = pr-s with 0 < s < p. Let {dm) G G and (em) E Gs with 0 * es E D(GX). Then {em)(dm) has eßpr_s plus a mapping that takes E into E as prth map. It must be the case that esdpr_s(E) = 0 for if not, let a G F and replace es with aes by changing the (em) being used to conclude FEE which is a contradiction. If d S{E) ¥= 0, then a replacement of (dm) by (amdm) would show 0 -es(apr-*dpr_s(E)) = -sapr-s-les{a)dpr_s{E) and hence es = 0 which is a contradiction. Thus d S{E) = 0 as desired. The verification that the mapping (dm) -► {dmp\E) *s a homomorphism is elementary.
This homomorphic image of G will be called the collapse of G and is de- An inductive characterization of the groups HPn(Kfk) can now be given. We assume the existence of a characterization of the groups HPn~l(Kfk) having [K : k] < °°. The Jacob son exponent one Galois theory provides a characterization of the groups Hl(Klk). Let G be a subgroup of HPn(K) and S denote the subgroup of HP"'1 {K) obtained by the deletion of the last p" -p"~l mappings of all elements of G.
(3.6) Theorem. G isof the form HP"(Kfk)if:
(i) C'G is structured relative to Kp' for each 0 < i < n.
(ii) D{G ") is finite dimensional. We begin by showing for cEK, (em) G G with ex =?= 0, and 1 < q < p"_/_! there exists a (gm) E Gq withgq = cex and gpi+iq\E0) = cpi+lepi+i\E(Jy This is clearly true for q = 1. Assume the result for q </. Let igm) and (ftm) G Gj_x hive the above property relative to the constants c and Vibe respectively where ex{b) ^ 0. A lengthy expansion reveals that (rm) = «gj: ((^1(ftr1rem)><(e1(ft)-'"eM); (Am)> G G, has the property relative to the constant c. Let {dm) E Gt and 0 ¥= a E K. We construct {fm) G Gt+ x such that ft+ x = adt and the t + 1st mapping of the image of {fm) in Ci+1Gt+, is «Pi+ ldtpt+, |F(n. Let (ew) G G with ^(ft) = -ab t+l and (rm) G Gt+X with rf+1 = ce, and rÇt+1)pi+x\E(i) = c",+ lepí+iko where c = dt{b<). Then (/m) = <{bmdm); {em)H{btmem); idm)){rm) has the desired property. Since Kp(k) CE,E = Kp(k).
We approximate an element of HP"(K/k) by a Cauchy sequence of higher derivations from G in order to show HP"(Kfk) C G. For an arbitrary (dm) E HPn(K/k) there exists an 0(l)m) G G such that rfm = e{l)m for 1 < m < p"_1.
Thus (dJieWjT1 £HP"(Klk)p"-i + x. Assume the existence of {{e(q)m)\l < q </} Ç Gwith(rfm)II(efo)m) = {fm)EHP"{K/k)pn-X + . where p" -p"-1 >/.
Since /p"-,+/ G Der(Ä/*) = Z)(Gp"_1+/), there exists an (e(/ + l)m) G Gp"_1+/. such that/p"_x +/ = -ep".x +/. Consequently {dm)f\{e{q)m) EHPn{K/k)p"-x +j+,. By induction we construct (em) = n(e(¿7)m) G G such that {em) = {dm)~l. It then follows that G = HPn(K/k).
The converse of the theorem is now considered. Let H = HP"(Kfk), [K : k] < °°, and D(HX) =£ 0. It can be assumed that k is the field of constants of H. It follows from (2.4) that K/k is a purely inseparable extension having exponent n + 1 and K is the tensor product over k of simple extensions of k. Proposition (2.8) can now be used to show that G satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem.
This theorem provides the desired correspondence. Let A be the collection of subgroups of Hp"(K) satisfying the conditions of (3.5) and let Z denote the collection of subfields k of K satisfying:
(2) K/k is purely inseparable and has exponent n + I, (3) K is a tensor product over k of simple extensions of k.
